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About This Game

The award-winning adaptation of Vlaada Chvátil’s award-winning board game. Already includes the ALIEN
TECHNOLOGIES expansion!

Build space ships, 5d3b920ae0

Title: Galaxy Trucker: Extended Edition
Genre: Indie, Strategy
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CGE Digital
Publisher:
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Release Date: 7 Mar, 2019

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 ghz processor single core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Gr

English,Czech,French,German,Polish,Russian
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Already played through the campaign when it came out on mobile and it was a blast. I am happy you decided to release GT right
after TTA. Still hoping for the official Turn Processor for Space Alert: including the new frontier would be great but the base
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game alone would be something as well. Maybe someday :) Until that day.. A faithful adaptation to the board game that speeds
up play and adds some quirky animations to bring it to life!. Great casual game turn based game. The tutorial was a smooth
experience and easy to pick up. This is a digital board game and each ship build for a mission will be based upon the type of
adventure or event cards you will get on your next run, you can preview 3/4 of these to help determine what kind of ship you
will throw together. Will it be light on weapons but have lots of cargo slots or lots of crew and shields with some cargo. Some
choices will have you move back in the order as their are other ships doing the same run.. fantastic board game, and an even
better computer based board game. single player and multiplayer are both rock solid. easy to learn and fun to play.. Holy crap!
Galaxy Trucker! It's a port of the mobile version, but that's not a complaint. I freaking love that game. With the mouse controls
being more accurate, I definitely prefer the PC version over mobile. So stoked this came out, been looking for a PC version for
ages.. Great casual game turn based game. The tutorial was a smooth experience and easy to pick up. This is a digital board
game and each ship build for a mission will be based upon the type of adventure or event cards you will get on your next run,
you can preview 3/4 of these to help determine what kind of ship you will throw together. Will it be light on weapons but have
lots of cargo slots or lots of crew and shields with some cargo. Some choices will have you move back in the order as their are
other ships doing the same run.

Galaxy Trucker Finally Lands on Steam! : Exciting news our shuttles have successfully landed on Steam ! Repeat, the shuttles
have landed, and our brave space explorers have started colonizing computers all over this new strange land. To support these
colonization efforts, weve set up a 38% discount that will last until 14 March .
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